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Chapter 1625 One person is one case!

At this moment, the scene was directly quiet.

Everyone’s eyes widened, and they looked at Bai Jianxing in disbelief.

Everyone was extremely convinced that Bai Jianxing had taken the wrong
medicine, and his mouth was full of nonsense!

Even some of the elders in Dugu Hongshi began to feel that something was
wrong.

This is not like what a supreme master who is usually righteous and awe-inspiring
said at all.

Shit, does this sound like a word?

This is a bunch of shit!

Qijian Zhetian has two major sins.

First, it is already intolerable for the world to hide the dirt and accept the Chi
Zhan.

Second, the assassination of Wiliam in advance had also seriously violated the
rules.

What’s more, it was Qi Jian Zhetian who was inferior to others and lost the game.

They also acted boldly, thinking that they were determined to eat Wiliam, and
they made a bet with Wiliam.

Now all this is just willing to bet and lose.

And Qi Jian Zhetian’s behavior on the court these days has been disliked by the
people.

Such a sect is not worthy of becoming a nine sect.

Now Sect Master White Sword Star actually made some nonsense about the
merits of protecting the Anaconda Continent.

This is forcibly putting gold on Qi Jian’s face!



Shit guarding the Anaconda continent!

Over the years, Qi Jian Zhetian relied on geographical advantages to control all
the resources of the Anaconda Continent.

Regardless of whether it is a talent or a treasure, as long as they know it, they
will be plundered.

This kind of woolen yarn has merit!

Everyone knew in their hearts that speaking out would only be disgusting.

“I don’t agree. I suggest discussing it again.” This time, Han Xing Wangqing’s
suzerain said lightly.

You know, Han Xing Wangqing has always been on the united front with Dugu
Hongshi.

One is the first and the other is the second, and the relationship is usually very
good.

The Sect Master who could make Han Xing forget his emotions said such things
to his face, it seemed that the matter was already big.

“Yes! We don’t agree!” Many people below shouted loudly.

Fairness is in the hearts of the people.

Canceling Wiliam’s qualification for the competition is already unpopular, and
now forcibly pulling back the strange sword that has been out of the game, it is
even more angry.

“As the host, I have my own considerations. Besides, I only put forward my
suggestions. As for the final ruling, three referees will make the final decision.”
Bai Jianxing replied directly, as if he was determined.

He didn’t even care about the face of Han Xing’s Forgetful Sect Master.

Song Hanyu was so angry that his lungs would explode.

She can see clearly.

The White Sword Star and the stranger who covered the sky are the same
raccoon dog.

Even Qijian Zhetian has something to do with the three referees!

Otherwise, he said to bet, and the next day he really issued a notice announcing
that the bet was valid.



It’s a strange sword covering the sky, I didn’t expect the relationship to be so
wide that even three referees could win it.

No wonder that when Wiliam talked about the back, Jin Yu didn’t deserve to
intervene in the sky.

Has he thought of it a long time ago?

She looked at Wiliam somewhat helplessly.

Wiliam still looked calm and composed, as if he hadn’t heard these unfair rulings.

Is there still time?

Song Hanyu thought silently in his heart.

Or, Wiliam had no idea.

After all, this is directly facing the best of the nine cases, or even the three
referees above the nine cases.
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“Thank you Sect Master Bai for your accomplishment! I will definitely make a new
contribution to guarding the Anaconda Continent. I will cut through the thorns
and thorns, and I will not hesitate!” Hu Yixiao immediately followed the words of
Bai Jianxing.

After he finished speaking, he took a provocative look at Wiliam, his eyes full of
jokes.

It seems to be saying, what should I do?

Lao Tzu is powerful, what can you do with me?

What is the use of so many rounds?

Even if you have the advantage in front of you, but in front of Lao Tzu’s network,
you are still just a scum.

But Wiliam didn’t even look at Hu Yixiao, as if thinking about something.

The singing of Bai Jianxing and Hu Yixiao also caused the other nine sect masters
to frown.

Bai Jianxing is going to risk the world’s worst.



“I don’t agree!” Xu Benliu also stood up and said.

The lord of the other sects stood up one after another.

After all, this is related to the fairness and justice of the nine qualifying matches,
and the vital interests of each sect.

Twenty years!

Twenty years of conspiracy has been alive and distracted by these two people.

How to explain to the world?

What prestige is there for the name of the nine sects from now on!

The current situation is very unfavorable for Bai Jianxing and even the entire
Dugu Hongshi.

But Bai Jianxing still insisted on going his own way, without any compromise.

Even at the end, Bai Jianxing coldly snorted, “You all shut up! What are you! The
ants under the nine sects, this time is my home court, I have the final say! Why? I
want to talk to me Duguhong Is the lion an enemy? Think about it!”

The people at the scene were dumb for a while!

Bai Jianxing actually used his power to overwhelm others, and Chi Guo Guodi
moved out of the title of the head of the nine sects!

Shameful!

However, by saying this, some people in the sect had no voice.

Nine sects are the strongest, and they have won for many years!

The bloodline of the Hongshi of their sect was madly stroked, far ahead of the
bloodline inheritance of other sects.

This strength, this background, even if the strengths of the other eight sects are
added together, the Duke Hongshi has the power to fight!

Seeing that the sound at the scene gradually became quieter, Bai Jianxing sighed
secretly and looked at Wiliam.

Now, Wiliam has never expressed his views from beginning to end.

As long as this kid is suppressed, everything is easy to say.



After all, he is the person involved. If he is obedient, there is no reason for others
to jump out.

And Wiliam was just a budding rookie, and it was nothing to be afraid of.

“Wiliam, do you refuse to accept my ruling?” Bai Jianxing asked Wiliam.

Everyone at the scene looked at Wiliam.

Although many people didn’t speak, they were still shaking their heads, as if to
indicate that Wiliam must not be convinced!

Seeing that everyone was looking at him, Wiliam first smiled and took a step
forward.

He said loudly: “The ruling is unfair, do you have the face to ask me if I accept it?”

One sentence expresses his attitude.

Bai Jianxing’s brows furrowed deeply.

This kid doesn’t know how to praise?

“Then, you want to be an enemy of my Dugu Hongshi? You can think about it. If
you are an enemy of my Dugu Hongshi, no one around you will be your
reinforcement.” Bai Jianxing’s tone increased a little, thinking We must continue
to put pressure on Wiliam.

The situation is clear now.

Because he was afraid of the strength of the Dugu Hongshi, because of the sect
behind everyone, even if Wiliam’s reinforcements had them, he would be a
desperate person like Xu Tongyin.

There was a sigh in everyone’s hearts.

Under the power, can you not bow your head?

I am afraid that no matter how arrogant it is, I can’t break this big hand.

Unexpectedly, Wiliam sneered suddenly, his eyes suddenly became staring.

“I, Wiliam, and your lonely lion are enemies, why do you need reinforcements?”

“I’m one person, there is one case!”

“I am alone, and I am against you!”



“Before Song Auntie said that one person would fight against one case, but the
words have already been said and it is difficult to practice.”

“Then today, let me come.”

“Dugu Hongshi, I will be alone now!”

“Fight against you!”
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